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Freshman year of college, my friend started a book club. We chose Ulysses. We met once, and I have not ever read Ulysses. The book club are hard! They so hard that blogs list things to talk about when no one in the book club has read the book. (Ã ¢ â ¬ "Interead reviews of the book out loud and talk about quelle.Ã â ¬) If your your book club is
really just an excuse to go out, this is good! But if you want to actually read and discuss literature, try a short club story.Count about to finish a typical paperback book-club takes hours. For most people, requiring more reading sessions. If a player has not started reading by the club's Meetup morning, are screwed. a short story can read it in a lunch
break. Hell, they can read two volte.Altre the biggest risks © because it takes so much time reading a bad book is exhausting. Read a brief history is bad as well, who cares after. So your club can try more challenging, avant garde or controversial stories. You can Ã ¢ â,¬Å He risks a new author without commitment a book. If a story does not really
work for most readers, the unless no one feels like they have wasted hours of their lives. Especially if it changes. Double Upyou can read two or three stories to meetup and still end up with less homework than a book. Choose more stories by an author or a genre, or a period of time or by the same anthology. Or chose intentionally conflicting stories.
If people only read one or two stories, they can still participate in a meaningful way, and not have to worry about ruining a book that is only halfway. One of my goals for 2018 is to expand my reading horizons. I read a lot of fiction ... recent Contemi for the Freemost contemporary books will cost you, but many stories are published for free online.
What also means that you can read them on your phone. Here are some of my favorites: Ã ¢ ¬ "The soft truth ... Leigh Alexander: If Dostoyevsky was dependent on Ã ¢ ¬" Satisfactory ... YouTube videos, that's the way it was written twice. Â € œ Ã ¢ â ¬ sex ROBOTA Of Lucie Britsch: Actually concerns professional eaters pizza. BRITSCH writes like
James Thurber or Miranda July. Most plans Britsch stories about solioni and on Weirdo genes with boyfriends variously sostenivi or unsupported. Ã â ¬ "Men of Science" by Raphael Bob-Waksberg: After you took the whole fiction of Lucie Britsch and Wait for the next story of her, this will take care well. Ã â € œ Carl Jr., and the thing that has
happened there - Chris Onstad: non-fiction brotherhood by the Creator WebComico Achewood.Ã â € œ The wife of the ... Curtis Sittenfeld: a story about the resentments we hold to our childhood friends, and how the Internet helps us to stew in those resentments. Â »Å notturnoÂ Runner" by Kristen Roupenian: Schoolgirl malhaved terrorize a Peace
Corps volunteer in this story by the author of the deservedly famous story of the New Yorker, "personacata persona.Â" Ã ¢ â € œ â ¢ unwindrÃ ¬ Michael Lutz: a Halloween story presented as a forum thread, which is a very clever way to tell a story in reverse. Â "the Ashram and mom to Jesse Eisenberg: the actor of the social network ATS or writes
fiction and humor, and its series a Bream gives me hiccups: Restaurant Reviews from a privileged nine years Olda is classic McSweeneyÃ ¢ S.à an account of Earth WitchesÃ ¢ Sofia Samatar: For fans of AS Byatt , a sweeping, polyphonic history of mythology and academia.Ã ¢ ¢ HeadshotÃ by Julian Mortimer Smith: IA m is not a fan of Gary
ShteyngartÃ ¢ s futuristic satire Super Sad true Love story, but IA but fans of Jon Boisa s 17776, And History of soldiers like twitch streamers reminds me of Both.Ã ¢ Continue? Y / NÃ ¢ â,¬ of Kendra Fortmeyer: a girl of flowers in a video game refuses to remain a non-player character. This is as if the mirror was good. Pick a collection by collection
stories arrived in the collections. Many of the above are from Corso Corso series. You could follow it that you like all your group. The New Yorkese sends a brief story every problem (plus an annual fiction problem), and the archives return for decades. Until you hit your paywall limit, you can get those free online stories. Subscribe to a story, a literary
magazine that sends you only a brief story every month. (You'll also have a story from a teenager every three months.) You can also spread a published in several discussions. If you are retrieving the classics, try short fiction Norton anthology. For a few century, the best annual American Short Stories animation has collected the best fiction of the
year. This year's edition is cured by the author Roxane Gay. You may also start an article article, as writer Joanna Goddard did. This can produce lively discussion, but missing a bit of the exception to discuss fiction. However, everyone in the club adore the same author, you may want to avoid crawling through a collection of historical stories by the
author. But if you do it, it can be a fun way to spend a whole year discussing Borges, or Woolf, or Lorrie Moore, leaving a lot of time for your other reading. You can fill the entire training with suggestions from the comments below. Readers, what are your favorite stories to talk to other people? Get all the best moments in pop cultures &
entertainment delivered to your inbox. Photo of courtesy: Andrew Chin / Getty Images When you think about the richest people in the world, you could see their homes and cars and hire that they are always experienced as King. In some cases, they inherited the money and have never known discomfort, but often it is often the case. In fact, some of
the most well-known billionaires had quite rough when they were young and began as adults with anything. They relied on passion, ethical work and perseverance to take them where they are today. Take a look at these 30 billionaires who have risen to humble begin to build their billions of billions of empires. As a former CEO of Starbucks, Howard
Schultz has a net worth of $ 4.2 billion, but certainly he had no riches growing. He grew up in a public housing project in Brooklyn, and the family of him barely did the extremities encountered. Schultz went to the Northern Michigan university on an athletic scholarship and worked as a bartender to help pay the expenses. Photo of courtesy: Steven
Ferdman / Getty Images After graduation, Schultz got a job in sales in Xerox and later became the manager of the U.S. operations. in Hammerplast. In 1982, he became director of Marketing for Starbucks and worked until he acted from CEO (the first time) from 1986 to 2000. He served as CEO again from 2008 to 2017. Before the success of the
Mega of his Harry Potter novels and The insertion of the next movie, JK Rowling was a single mother who fought to pay his bills. She and her husband are divided after 13 months, leaving her with a young daughter to raise alone. Photo courtesy: Tolga Akmen / AFP / Getty Images Even though she had a passion for writing, she struggled to finish her
time dear to her, Harry Potter and the philosopher stone. After losing her mother in 1991, rowling depression and suicide thoughts while working on Harry Potter. After the book was completed and published, he has quickly become one of the most successful and loved writers of the world. The network of him is currently waiting for $ 1 billion.
Scaffolding Mogul Mohed Altrad has a net of $ 2.6 billion, despite coming from very humble beginnings. His grandmother raised him after his young mother died, leaving him with a Bedouin father in the Syrian desert that abandoned him. Courtesy photo: Alexandre Dimou / Icon Sport / Getty Images At the end he went to school and graduated with a
degree in Physics and Mathematics before gaining a doctorate. In computer science. After spending time to work for a technological society and the national oil company Abu Dhabi, Abud bought a scaffolding producer in France along with a partner. Together, them The Altrad Group, one of the world's leading manufacturers of scaffolding and
concrete mixers. Oprah Winfrey was born of a teenage mother in Rural Mississippi. She won a scholarship at Tennessee State University and became the first correspondent of African American TV in the state. She in the end she was fired from that job, but she refused to let her stop it. Photo of courtesy: Andrew Chin / Getty Images In 1983, Winfrey
moved to Chicago to work for a show am talk that would later become the oprah Winfrey show. The successful show in a giant average and corporate empire that includes her magazine and your television channel, really. With all the results of her, Winfrey built her shareholders' equity at around $ 2.9 billion. Shahid Khan has a true story of rickinsriches. The businessman emitted from Pakistan to the 16-year-old age with dreams of becoming an architect. He attended the Illinois university claiming himself as a dishwasher. Photo of courtesy: James Gilbert / Getty Images determined to earn more money, he has abandoned the idea of becoming an architect and holds a degree in industrial
engineering from the Uiuc college of Engineering. He started his first job at the Flex-N-Gate automotive production company and worked through ranks, in the end, buying the company. With a net of $ 7 billion, Khan also owns Jacksonville Jaguars and Fulham Club Football. John Paul Dejoria is a first-generation American. Before 10 years, he sold
Christmas cards and newspapers to help support his family. In the end he was sent to live in an adoptive house and was started in a band before joining the military. Photo of courtesy: Earl Gibson III / Getty Images with only $ 700, Dejoria later created John Paul Mitchell systems with his partner Paul Mitchell in 1980. Before the business is taken off,
he sold the doors of the products while he lived by the His car. Now, he runs that business and also has a participation in Tequila Maker PatrÃ³n. The Dejoria network is currently worth $ 3.2 billion. I won Chang and his wife of him, Jin Sook, are the co-founders behind the famous fashion chain forever 21. Before the successful business made it $ 3
billion, Chang struggled to meet the ends. He worked at three jobs at the same time Ã ¢ â,¬ "coffee server, gas station server and bidel - to support his family. Photo of courtesy: Alberto E. Rodriguez / WireImage / Getting Images in 1984, Changs They started forever 21 in a 900 square meter shop in Los Angeles with $ 11,000 in savings. Thanks to
find offers on lawyers, they bought garments at cheap prices and made $ 700,000 in sales of the first year. Before the popularity of the centers Commercial started to die, Forever 21 had 790 stores in 48 countries. When he was only 8 years old, Stephen Bagiotti and his family suffered from a great tragedy when his father, Bernard, dead of leukemia.
His mother, Patricia, became became A single mother with three children to raise, and bischiots worked as a teenager to help support his family. Photo of courtesy: Rob Carr / Getty Images at the age of 23, he began recruitment and the lost agency Nale Aerotek with his cousin in a basement. In the first year, they earned a shocking $ 1.5 million.
Aerotek later changed his name to Allregis Group and became a multi-billion dollar company with nearly 500 offices around the world. Bischiotti is also part of the owner of Ravens Baltimore and has a net massif of $ 4.5 billion. Before becoming a businessman and a successful billionaire, Alan Gerry was born to Russian immigrants in the United
States. In the end he abandoned the high school to become a marine. After the service of him, he went ahead Start a small television repair business. Photo of courtesy: Bennett Raglin / Getty Images in 1956, Gerry took the money he saved from the business-around $ 1,500-and founded his own cable company. The company has expanded and
becomes known as Cablevision, purchased from Time Warner for about $ 2.7 billion in 1996. As a result, Gerry has a net worth of $ 1.4 billion. The parents of the Tycoon Harold Hamm oil were they were Shareholders in Oklahoma. The family was so poor that they had no indoor hydraulic systems or electricity. As a young boy, Hamm often jumped the
school to help his dad take cotton, and later got a work pumping work. He didn't go to college. Photo of courtesy: F. Carter Smith / Bloomberg / Getty Images chase, he started studying geology alone and launched his self-dirty company. Surrounded by oil in the state of the Oklahoma, he perforated a well and hit oil in the early 1970s. He has led to a
career in the oil business as an owner of continental resources, which earned him $ 14.1 billion. Chinese billionaire business woman Zhang Xin grew up with her mother in China during the cultural revolution. When Xin was 14, both became factory workers to pay bills. At 19, she traveled to England to learn English and worked at a fish shop and chip
to make money. Photo of courtesy: Visual China Group / Getty Images Xin studied in Sussex and Cambridge before starting a work in Goldman Sachs. In 1995, she and her husband founded the Soho China real estate development company, which developed more than 60 million square meters of land. She's hard work helped you reach an estimated
net of $ 3.6 billion. At the beginning of her career, Cirque du Soleil Co-founder and managing director Guy LalibertÃ © was a street performer. The Canadian NATO entertainer played the accordion, walking on stilts and ate focus for the public to earn money. Photo of courtesy: Andrew H. Walker / Getty Images See the potential in these forms of
entertainment, LalibertÃƒ © flew a circus crew from Quebec to Los Angeles on unidirectional tickets. In the end they traveled to Las Vegas and established the popular Cirque du Soleil's performance group. The shows were performed for over 180 million spectators more than 400 cities in six continents. Outside his other investments, only Cirque du
Soleil earned him $ 1.2 billion. Jeff Bezos can be the richest person in the world with a net of $ 154 billion, but certainly didn't come from wealth. She mother was only 16 when she became pregnant by Bezos. Father of him belonged to a monochroduct troupe and worked in a retail store making $ 1.25 per hour, so the family barely did the extremities
encountered. Photo of courtesy: Eric Baradat / AFP / Getty Images When Bezos was 17 months old, mother of him divored his biological father. She in the end she replied to Miguel Bezos, who adopted Jeff to 4 years. Years later, after attending the college in Princeton, Bezos had the idea of launching Amazon Ã ¢ â,¬ "and the rest is history. The
billionaire Kenny Troutt was born in a single mother who worked as a bartender . They lived in public accommodation in Monte Vernon, in Illinois. After graduating for the high school, he studied at the University of Southern Illinois, paying his school fees by selling insurance. Photo of courtesy: Jamie Squire / Getty Images in 1988, Troutt founded the
long distance telephone company Communications Excel Communications. He brought the company's public in 1996 and then sold him to Teleglobe in 1998 in an agreement of $ 3.5 billion. After sale, reinvestive in shares, bonds And horses and profits allowed him to retire with a fortune of $ 1.4 billion. Now he has Winstar farm in Kentucky and
raises horses. Computer programmer and billionaire Jan Kouwork worked up to the beginning or. As a teenager, he moved to California with his family, who relied on the meal vouchers to eat. He helped to contribute to his family finances of the family in difficulty among the wide floors. Photo of courtesy: Angel Navarrete / / Getty Images at 6pm,
Koum was interested in programming and enrolled in San Jose State University. After working for years at Yahoo, she developed the WHATSApp instant messaging app, which has had such a success that Facebook bought it for $ 19 billion. The enormous deal gained a net massive of $ 9 billion and a place on the Facebook board of directors. Hedge
Fund Tycoon George Soros was born in Hungary and is of Jewish descent. In his first years of adolescence, he posed as Godson of an employee of the Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture during the Nazi Nazi of the country in order to survive. Then he worked as a waiter and railway goalkeeper while he studied at the London economy school. Photo of
courtesy: Simon Dawson / Bloomberg / Getty Images After graduation, Soros worked in a souvenir shop before getting a job as a banker in New York City. In 1992, he shortened the British pound and made a billion dollar profit. His investments and activities of him are currently valued at $ 8 billion. The grandson of Italian immigrants, Ken Langone
had a father who worked as a plumber and a mother who ran a cafeteria of the elementary school. At high school, the main one told his parents not to waste money by sending the student "without redomission" to college. The parents of him disagree and mortgaged their home so you can study economy at Bucknell University. Photo of courtesy: Robin
Marchant / Getty Images After two years in the US army, Langone worked in Wall Street and took the public electronic data systems in 1968. In 1978 he coordinated the financing he led to the Foundation of the Giant Retail uses Arthur Blank and Bernard Marcus home store. Its current net is worth about $ 3.6 billion. Rapper and Media Mogul Jay-Z
really knows the meaning of the "hard duration". He grew up in a monoparental family in Marcy projects in Brooklyn, New York. Before entering music, Jay-Z admitted to having sold drugs as a teenager to make money. Photo Courtesy: Kevin Mazur / Getty Images For Roc Nation The music of him led to the co-foundation of the Roc-A-Fella record
company. He continued to buy DÃ ¢ © ©, a cognac he has co-owner with Bacardi, and tidal music-streaming service, and launched Roc Nation animation agency. The multiple initiatives of him led him to become the first billionaire in Hip Hop history, with an estimated net worth of $ 1 billion. After contracting pneumonia at nine months of age, Larry
Ellison was given away by his organic mother and adopted by Zia and Uncle. He did not see his organic mother again up to the age of 48. During his younger he years old, he has didn't excel to school and ended up bringing the college. Photo Courtesy: Justin Sullivan / Getty Images Ellison had a couple of jobs before starting his first software
company, SDL, in 1977. Then renamed Oracle, the company created enormous databases for companies like IBM, American Airlines and Ford. With Oracle and other investments, ellison is the person 10 rich in the world, with a net worth of $ 60.2 billion. He remained an orphan in a young age, magnate Roman Abramovich was raised by his
grandparents in Komi, a region in Siberia. He made the money with the sale of gasoline, rubber ducks, perfumes and parts of cars, as well as from entrepreneurial initiatives such as puncture and the recruitment of the body guard. Photo Courtesy: Ian Kington / AFP / Getty Images Abramovich At the end he founded a petroleum business and made a
name for himself inside oil. After the acquisition of Sibneft, he sold the Gazprom Neft state gas company oil company in 2005 to $ 13 billion dollars. He also acquired the Chelsea Football Club in 2003. Investments of him earned him a net worth of $ 11.5 billion. David Murdock is dyslexic and abandoned high school in the ninth degree. He worked at a
service station before being enrolled in the American army in 1943. Although he served in the Second World War, he returned from the war with a place where money live and not. Photo Courtesy: Slim Aarons / Getty Images Murdock borrowed $ 900 and bought a Derroit dinner, which he turned for a nice profit. He used the money to buy a car and
Guided in Arizona, where the Castle & Cooke real estate company started. This company has grown in order to include Dole Food Company. Those companies, along with other properties, have earned Murdock $ 2 billion. Ralph Lauren was born his younger son of Jewish immigrants. Mother of him was an artist, and his father was a painter, and the
family had little money. Lauren high school diploma, but then left college to enter the US Army. Photos Courtesy: Taylor Hill / Entertainment Lauren finally went to a As employed at the Brooks Brothers department store. In 1967, he started to make his ties in a small office in New York, and the Corporation Ralph Lauren was born. The business
eventually grew up in a massive fashion brand with clothing and perfumes, earning Lauren a net of $ 7.2 billion. Tycoon and French fashion Mogul Francois Pinault was actually seriously a victim of bullying at school because he and the family of him were so poor. In the end he has abandoned himself, but he didn't give up his dreams of owning a
business. Photo of courtesy: Marc Plantacki / Getty Images In 1963, Pinault started his first activity, a company that made wood and construction materials. In the 1980s, he changed the management and the name (PPR) of the business to focus on luxury goods after purchasing a control stake in the Gucci group. At the end becoming known as Kering,
the company now has brands like Yves Saint Laurent, Alexander McQueen, Stella McCartney and Puma. Pinault serves as an honorary president of the company and has a net value of $ 32.7 billion. Frank Lowy was born in Slovakia in 1930 and lived in Czechoslovakia for a while. At the beginning of the Second World War, he and his family moved to
Hungary to avoid being arrested by the Nazis. Lowy spent time in a detention camp in Cyprus and fought in the 1948 Arab war before moving to Australia with a suitcase and without money. Photo of courtesy: Dimitrios Kambouris / Getty Images in Australia, Lowy was able to bring together with the family of him, and met John Saunders immigrants.
The two consolidated Westfield Corporation and have begun to develop shopping centers throughout Australia. The business has earned Lowy a net value of $ 5.8 billion. Amancio Ortega came from very humble starting in Spain. At the age of 14, he left the school, he moved to a choir Â Â Â Â Â ± a and started working as a hand of the store in a local
shirt manufacturer. Years later, Ortega and his wife launched his textile production company and opened their first store, Zara, who produced popular mode at low prices. Photo of courtesy: Europa Press Entertainment / Europe Press / Getty Images Zadar became a popular fashion chain and the Inditex formed couple to act as a parent company for
Zara and other fashion brands like Massimo Dutti, Bershka and Oysho. Now, Ortega is the sixth richest person in the world with a net of $ 70 billion. Lakshmi Mittal had a humble beginning in the state of Rajasthan in India. She was born for a poor family with very few money and a few opportunities. He worked for more than two decades in the steel
industry, slowly building his experience and his finances with his company, Mittal steel. Photo of courtesy: Jason Alden / Bloomberg / Getty Images In 2006, Mittal steel has melted with Arcelor of Luxembourg, and the combined company now has offices more than 60 countries. Now the largest steel worker in the world, ArcelorMittal brings billions of
dollars in revenue every year, and Mittal personally has a net worth of $ 17.8 billion. Li Ka-Shing is respected as one of the most influential businessmen in Asia. However, the first life of him was far from easy. He and the family of him left continental China for Hong Kong in the 1940s. Ka-Shing's father died when he was 15, and became responsible
for supporting his whole family. Photo of courtesy: Zhang Wei / China News Service / Visual China Group / Getty Images Even though it was very difficult, Ka-Shing started your company, Cheung Kong Industries, in 1950. The company was a manufacturing undertaking to Start but later expanded in reality. Through the company of him, Ka-Shing has
gained a net massif of $ 33.1 billion. Born in Italy, Leonardo del Vecchio (in the photo a He was one of the five children in a very poor family. He and his brothers were at the end sent to an orphanage because his parents could not take care of them. In the end he started working as an apprentice in a car factory to put himself through the design
school. Photo courtesy: Stefania d'Alessandro / Getty Images Entertainment / Getty Images at the 25-year-old age, Del Vecchio opened her own Shop, Luxottica. The company has evolved over the years to become the largest producer of sunglasses in the world and owns sole hut, lenscaffer, ray-ban and oakley. In fact, Luxottica does glasses for almost
all fashion brands. Del Vecchio has a net heritage of $ 23.5 billion. With a net worth of $ 20.3 billion, Thomas Peterffy is certainly the most rich person in Florida. However, he was born in Budapest, Hungary, in a hospital during a Russian air raid. He immigrated to New York when he was 21 years old, without money and no knowledge of English.
Nevertheless, he in the end he got a job as an architectural designer. Photo of courtesy: Eric Piermont / AFP / Getty Images Peterffy has succeeded in saving money enough to buy a place on the New York bag, allowing it to electronic business titles. He started to drive the main interactive titles brokers, who now has more than $ 6 billion share
capital. Sheldon Adelson was born in the Rough Dorchester district of Boston. Father of him was a taxi driver, and mother of him worked a knitting group. He always had an entrepreneurial spirit, and at the age of 12, he borrowed $ 200 from his uncle to buy a license to sell daily locally. Photo of courtesy: Andrew Harrer / Bloomberg / Getty Images
After spending some time in the u.s army. And as a journalist, Adelson has opened the most companies, including those to sell toilet kits and manage tour charter. At the end of the 1980s, he started his own casino activity that eventually expanded in the Global Las Vegas Sands Corporation. Adelson is now worth $ 38.1 billion. billion.
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